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Introduction
The use of gender identity as a context had already
been changed with time. Gender Identity is now
being used to refer to social and cultural differences
and not to biological endowments. Lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, transsexual, queer,
questioning and other identities are the so called
alternate genders which otherwise known as gender
variance. The initials LGBT are in common
parlance both within and without the academy as
shorthand to refer generally to lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender people as a group [1].
The target population of this study are college
students who are the generation Z, born 1996 to
2020 and now at ages 18-23 years old. Gen Z as
described by the IPSOS report in 2018 is
increasingly fluid and less boxed in. This means
they are more accepting and open minded
individuals going beyond binary, less in
homogeneity, less be identified as solely
heterosexual as they are more exposed to people
who don’t identify as just one gender.

In the Philippines, the implementation of CHED
Memorandum No. 1 addresses the concerns of
LGBT population to be accepted and to fit in
within the academic community. The CMO No. 1
states “Establishing the Policies and Guidelines on
Gender and Development in the Commission on
Higher Education and Higher Educational
Institutions (HEIs)” [2]. This memorandum seeks
to introduce and institutionalize gender equality,
gender responsiveness and sensitivity in various
aspects in the Philippine higher education.

Entering the academe is a challenging and stressful
situation for all students especially to LGBTs. The
academic wellbeing of students can be affected by
several factors. Well-being is the experience of
health, happiness, and prosperity which includes
having good mental health, high life satisfaction,
and a sense of meaning or purpose [3]. It is a
subjective feeling, a personal assessment and
judgment made by a person. Students with high
academic performance have also high academic
wellbeing.

LGBT students aspire to be admitted in a safe
academic environment where they can learn and
grow. The biennial GLSEN National School
Climate Survey had documented unique challenges
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the LGBT students had face in the school campus.
In the latest survey in 2017 (April-August), shows
that 83.7% of transgender and 69.9 % of gender
nonconforming students were bullied/harassed at
school because of their gender; 42.1% have been
prevented from using their preferred name or
pronoun, 59.5% felt unsafe at school, 95.3% heard
“gay” in a negative way, 62.2% experienced LGBT
related discriminatory policies and practices at
school and 46.5% have been required to use the
incorrect bathroom. Indicators of negative school
climate are still prevalent which include hearing
biased/homophobic remarks, feelings of unsafe in
school, missing school due to safety reasons,
experiencing harassment and assault and
experiencing discriminatory policies and practices
at school. According to the survey, LGBTQ
students who experience victimization and
discrimination at school have worse educational
outcomes and poorer psychological well-being.

In the Philippines, studies like “Just Let Us Be”
conducted by Human Right Watch in June, 2017
had reported discrimination among LGBT students.
The findings of the study include school
experiences of bullying, discrimination, lack of
access to LGBT-related information and physical
or sexual assault. This report was based on
interviews and group discussions conducted in 10
cities in the major Philippine islands of Luzon and
the Visayas. It was mentioned also in the report
that the mistreatment of LGBT students was
exacerbated by discriminatory policies and
practices that prevents them from fully integrating
within the school campus. Discriminatory policies
and practices like rigid gender norms on uniforms
or dress codes, hair length, restrooms, classes and
activities that differ for boys and girls, and closed
scrutiny of same sex friendships and relationships.
In Being LGBT in Asia: The Philippines Country
Report focuses on Educational Institutions, LGBT
people are subject to discrimination, bullying and
abuse under the guise of “academic freedom”
which allows educational institutions to create their
own policies. It was also mentioned that LGBT
issues are not included in the curricula. However,
there are positive case reports such as occurrences
of pride events on school campuses and the
election of LGBT individual to student councils [4].

On the other hand, there were several studies
conducted that assessed the academic wellbeing of
LGBT students. The PERMA model is used to
determine the features of university environments
that support wellbeing of music and arts LGBT
students [5]. The study results include the meaning
from environment has a greater impact among
LGBT students; these include their perceptions on
how they connect their learning to societal
problems or issues, perspectives and views of their

work, in understand other’s perspective, learning
from their changed views and bridge ideas from
their coursework to prior experiences and
knowledge; for positive emotions which includes
on how the institutions support in succeeding
academically, attending campus activities and
events were found to have a significant high
percentage among LGBT music & arts students
compared to heterosexual and non music/art LGBT
students; for engagement, LGBT students did not
work with a faculty member on activities other than
coursework and had not rendered hours to
participate in co-curricular activities.

The Philippine government and agencies have
enacted important laws and regulations that affirm
the rights of LGBT learners in schools. Among
these are the CHED Memorandum Order No. 1
Series of 2015 on Establishing the Policies and
Guidelines on Gender and development in the
Commission on Higher Education and Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) and the Anti-
Bullying Law (Anti-Bullying Act of 2013), and the
Reproductive Health Law of 2012 (RA No. 10354)
- as well as anti-discrimination ordinances at the
local level. The government is committed to ensure
that all youth are safe, healthy, and able to learn in
schools. However, some of the laws are still on its
implementation process and others are not fully
Implemented especially the reproductive Health
Law.

This study aimed to determine the academic
wellbeing of Lesbians, Gay, Bisexuals, and
Transgenders (LGBTs) within the campus and the
results of this study served as valuable inputs in
revitalizing co-curricular activities that will
increase their level of academic wellbeing.

Research Methodology

1 Research Design
This study made use of qualitative research design
to explore the issues and concerns of the academic
wellbeing of the LGBT students in the university.

2 Respondents of the Study
The 96 respondents were enrolled in the university
during the semester academic year 2018-19, within
the age of 18 to 22 – have taken the college course
for the first time.

3 Research Instrument
One on one interview utilized the researcher-made
guide questionnaire to gather the needed
information from the respondents. A voice recorder
and paper and pencil were used to record the
responses of the respondents. Any respondents’
identifiers were omitted instead the researcher used
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letters L1, G1, BM1, BF1, T1… during the
transcription, analysis and interpretation of verbal
information to respect respondents’’ privacy and
anonymity. Grand tour question with follow-up
probe questions was used to accommodate open
views on the related topic or issues. This method
elicited responses that helped the respondents
answer the questions relevant to the study.

4 Data Collection Procedure
For the interview, the researcher opted for a one on
one interview as the respondents belong to a
vulnerable population, may had past experiences of
being bullied/harassed due to their accepted gender
and to maintain the confidentiality and privacy of
identity and information.

They were given 5-10 minutes to gather their
thoughts before actual responses were recorded.
Approximate time for respondent’s responses took
only about 10 to 15 minutes. The qualitative data
gathered through the questionnaire and interview
were analyzed thematically.

5 Ethical Consideration
Ethical guidelines were followed for the whole
research period. The researcher submitted the study
for review and approval of the Ethics Review
Board of the university. It followed the National
Ethical Guidelines for Health and Health-Related
Research 2017 prepared by the Philippine Health
Research Ethics Board.

Results
The qualitative research findings on issues and
concerns are presented in themes and categories.
For this study, the researcher combined issues and
concerns as verbalized by nineteen (19) or 54% of
the respondents. These concerns and issues that
affected college students were those experiences
encountered from their respective professors (38%),
schoolmates/classmates (25%), school community
as a whole (25%), institute (3%), friend (3%), and
ex-boyfriend (1%) of the respondents). From the
above data, the person that directly influenced
students’ academic wellbeing were their respective
professors which were persons of authority and
were highly regarded to guide them in the
preparation in attaining their professional goals.
Aside from the issues and concerns, the researcher
also determined how LGBT students addressed the
issues and concerns they had encountered.

The researcher came up with two major
experiences to delineate the students’ academic
experiences (1) Issues and concerns affecting
academic wellbeing identified four (4) themes and
nine sub-themes and (2) Respondents perceptions
on how school authorities address their issues and
concerns.

For the issues and Concerns, there were four (4)
themes identified such as verbal bullying,
discriminatory practices, insensitivity of others and
protection of one’s ego integrity. In verbal bullying,
there were 4 sub-themes namely: verbal assault,
verbal coercion, heterosexism and cyberbullying;
discriminatory practices has two sub-themes,
physical intimidation and discriminatory practices;
insensitivity of others with 2 sub-themes - non-
acceptance, and judged/misjudged by others and;
protection of one’s EGO integrity with 3 sub-
themes– ignoring the issues and concerns, facing
the issues and concerns, and seeking help from
support groups.

Theme 1: Verbal bullying
Academic bullying is a type of bullying that occurs
within higher educational institutions. As the
respondents are already in their early adulthood,
can physically defend themselves, academic
bullying identified were more on use of words and
glowering stares. These were verbal assault, verbal
coercion, heterosexism, cyber bullying and
physical intimidation.

Subtheme 1.1: Verbal Assault
Verbal assault includes the use of degrading verbal
words and statements that are spoken directly to an
individual. These degrading words are usually
uttered consciously or unconsciously due to
differences in moral values. The engagement of an
intimate relationship with the same sex of LGBT’s
resulted to being refused by former friends,
insulted and being reprimanded by school
personnel. These verbalizations were:

“Nabully ako noong nag ka
girlfriend ako. Tapos ayaw
nila makipag friends sakin
ganun kasi nga bat daw may
girlfriend ako.”(BG4)
(“I was bullied when I got a
girlfriend. They do not want
to be friends with me because
I have a girlfriend.”)
“I was bullied because many
of my classmates are men or
boys and they usually insult
people who are having crush
or relationship with same sex
or same gender.”(BG10)
“There was one incident na
pumasok ako tapos I was
checking my phone, nakita
nya (guard) wall paper ko
with photo of me and my
boyfriend. Sabi ng guard
‘Aba bawal yan dito’.
(BM20)
(“There was this incidence
when I enter the school, I was
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checking my phone, the
guard had seen my wallpaper
a photo of me and my
boyfriend and said ‘that is not
accepted here.” BM20)

The generation Z is described by the IPSOS report
as individuals of increasing fluidity which means
more open as they have more ways to connect, see
and experience things. They are less likely to be
identified solely as heterosexual as they have much
contact with people of different gender identity.
The issue on closed scrutiny among same sex
friendships and relationship were among the
reported findings of the Human Right Watch (June,
2017).

Another type of verbal discrimination faced by
LGBT students is being mocked and teased.
Mocking is to humiliate or irritate someone while
teasing or making fun of someone. These are two
different terms but still have an impact especially
in a vulnerable population like the LGBT
individuals who were already bullied in the past.
Teasing is less humiliating than mocking, however
if the teasing is done with regards to one’s
sexuality then it becomes more hurting to an
individual. The mocking also becomes more
degrading especially if it occurs in the presence of
ones’ significant others. Below were the statements
depicting these:

“They would tease me kapag
may magugustuhan ako na
babae parang hindi nila
sineseryoso, ginagawa nila
pang asar sa kin (BF13).
(“They would tease me when
I admire a girl as if it is not
serious situation; they used it
against me.”BF13)
“I have experience na
mabully not from those
straight people but from my
gay friend na siguro na
minomock lang ako but
medyo sineryoso ko sya at
inaasar niya ko and my
girlfriend that time eh about
sorry for the word like
“kiskisan” , so syempre ako
okay lang kung ako yung i-
momock or aasarin ng
ganun.”(BF17)
(“I have experienced being
bullied not from those
straight people but from a
gay friend. I guess he was just
mocking me but I took it
seriously as he teased me and
my girlfriend at that time and

sorry for the word like
‘rubbing’, on my part it is
okay as long as I am the only
one being mocked or
teased.”BF17)

Subtheme 1.2: Verbal coercion
Verbal coercion means persuading someone to
change views and opinions through communication
with the use of force. The verbal coercion occurs
when contrasting value/beliefs exists. The
professors were the ones identified coercing
students to change their views. The following were
the verbatim statements of the respondents:

“There’s this one professor,
there’s this government
poll …for the same sex
marriage and the one
professor keeps sending us
messages and saying stuff like
“I do not support this” or
“please vote no against it”
and she was accusing us of
having a strategy because she
thought that it didn’t seem
right as the votes for yes were
winning but I just tend to
ignore that.”(BM6)
“Meron kaming professor na
parang ayaw niya yung mga
LGBTQ so parang meron
siyang sinned… para isupport
naming yung mga Catholic
beliefs parang hindi naman
okay yon…”(BF7)
(“We have this professor who
do not like the LGBT as if it is
a sin to be one..for us to
support the Catholic beliefs
which we don’t find okay.”)
“Yung issue ko lang naman in
this school is yung kapag mga
professors pinupush nila yung
beliefs nila about religion and
about LGBT which is hindi
naman tama…”(BF8)
(“My issue in this school is
that there are some
professors who insisted their
beliefs on religion and about
LGBT which I don’t think
right.”BF8)

The Philippines ranked as the 10th most gay
friendly in 2013 global survey but despite of that,
still known to be predominantly Catholic wherein
people rely their values/belief on the BIBLE and its
religious practices. The verbalization of the student
regarding Catholic church and views on same-sex
marriage is correlated with the Pew research survey
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(2013) findings in America: the Catholic Church
were 70% unfriendly to the LGBT people;
homosexuality should be discouraged rather than
accepted and religious commitment was strongly
correlated with opposition to same-sex marriage.
Despite the fact that the university is a non-
sectarian university, it is still a university of higher
education wherein critical thinking is encouraged
and opinion and views are allowed to be verbalized.
The contrasting views and opinions are attributed
to the person’s age differences wherein years ago
gender equality was not yet an issue and
Catholicism was strong on their views on non-
acceptance of homosexuality and the variant forms
of sexual expressions.

Subtheme 1.3: Heterosexist comments
Heterosexist comments are remarks made by a
person defying the significance of an individual
personally, socially and politically. These may
include statements that refers LGBT’s as merely
sexual beings and not as human being with own
thinking and emotions that can be affected with
what they say.

“I used to have a homophobic
professor in logic that keeps
on executing words against
the LGBT community. He
keeps on using the words of
God, the bible and he keeps
on citing (a university) as an
example of a catholic
school.”(BG5)

There was also verbalization showing that an
LGBT was not taken seriously. As it connotes that
this type of gender does not exist especially that of
being a bisexual.

“Kahit yung mga kaibigan
ko, mga kaklase ko ginagawa
nila biro pagiging part ko ng
LGBT community na akala
nila biro yung pagiging
bisexual. They will ask
nonsense questions such as
“mas ano gusto mobabae o
lalake?” and they would
tease me about it kapag ka
may magugustuhan ako na
babae parang hindi nila
sineseryoso, ginagawa nila
pang asarsakin.” (BF13)
(“Even my friends,
classmates make fun of my
being a member of the LGBT
community, they deem it as a
joke. They would ask
nonsense questions such what
do you like more, a woman or
a man? And they would tease

me if I like a girl, they regard
it as not serious, just use it to
tease me.”BF13)
“Some of my classmates are
not open into the LGBTQ and
sometimes sinasabihan nila
ako na I’m too tomboyish
ayun dinadama nila pagiging
bisexual ko…”(BF11)
(Some of my classmates are
not open to the idea of
LGBTQ and sometimes they
will tell me I am too
masculine so they are trying
to make sense of my
bisexuality.”BF11)

Subtheme 1.4: Cyberbullying
As most of the respondents in this study are either
Gen Yor the net generation (21 -23) and gen Z
students (18-20 years old) who are the true digital
natives, the use of communication technology is an
integral part of their daily lives. They rather
communicate their ideas and feelings using
technology rather than having a face to face
interaction. The use of the internet has allowed
individuals to hide behind mask of anonymity, a
faceless evil that threatens the wellbeing of a target
person [6]. The cyber bullied teens in the 2019
survey were more likely to suffer from poor sleep
and depression. Cyberbullying among LGBTQ
youth has negative psychological, emotional and
behavioral effects which includes lower self-esteem,
depression, suicidal ideation and attempt, physical
aggression, alteration in body image, isolation, and
had also lower academic performance [7]. The
verbalization of the respondents on their
experiences in online bullying includes:

“My ex-boyfriend used to
bully me; he said that i was a
tomboy because I like girls,
he even did cyberbully
me.”(BG5)
“I find that it is very difficult
to feel comfortable around the
gay community ---because they
tend to gossip a lot, they tend
to know each other and
personally, I don’t want to call
it bullying but more of like
online harassment.”(BM6)

Theme 2: Discrimination Practices
Discriminating practices refers to the school’s
prejudicial ways of restricting members of the
LGBT the opportunities or privileges to express
themselves.

Subtheme 2.1: Discriminating Practices
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Expressing oneself is sharing oneself to others.
Each one has own personality, own preferences and
styles which is projected in ones’ writing, acting,
talking and way of dressing. The verbalizations of
the students on discriminating practices pertaining
to way of behaving were:

One of my professors,
sinabihan po na before daw
yong mga ---student hindi
tinatanggap naladlad yong
isang gay, so nasaktan po ako
noon kasi feel ko yong
discrimination doon.”(G7)
(“One of my professors once
said that students in the past
were not allowed to express
their gay behavior, I was hurt
for them and I could sense
discrimination.’)
“I remember one of my prof.
Lagi ako napag iinitan
because sa galaw ko. Kasi
sobrang malamya ako. That’s
the first time nanapahiya ako
sa school.”(T3)
(“I remember one of my
professors. She always called
me out because of my actions,
I was too feminine. That’s the
first time I felt embarrassed
in school.”T3)

Gender proper decorum pertains to the
appropriateness of behaviour based on ones’ own
gender. It is usually termed as gender stereotype
which is defined as a generalized view about the
attributes of characteristics or the roles that are
ought to be possessed or performed by women and
men (ohchr.org).This is an issue or concern among
schools or institutes wherein part of the training for
a course entails the transformation of an individual
to possess the right attributes set by the profession.
The transformation usually occurs thru the course
of the curriculum which is usually ranges from 4 to
5 academic years. With regards to being a
transgender, the feminine behaviour of the student
maybe attributed to his conversion to become a
woman in all sense including the acquisition of the
attributes of the embraced gender.

LGBT students crave to express their sexuality in
the way they dress.

“Regarding sa mga guards
po. Gay po ako gusto ko pong
mag express sarili ko
sapananamit. Yong sa pants
po, parang limited lang po
kami sa jeans, maong or
denims. E hindi naman yon
nakaapekto sa pag-aaral

namin, so bakit po kami
nilimitahan na yon lang ang
suot namin?”(G5)
(“Regarding the guards, I am
gay so I want to express
myself through the way I
dress. For instance wearing
of pants, we are just limited
to jeans and denims. It does
not affect our schooling, why
are we being restricted in the
way we dress?”G5)

In Philippine schools, school uniform is still being
imposed and wearing it is a part of being a student.
Wearing school uniform creates a sense of identity
and belongingness. Wearing the school uniform
lessens the worry of what to wear daily, less
financial burden to parents, less likely to be bullied
or insulted as one dressed the same with each other.

Other verbal discrimination was due to contrasting
views in cross dressing.

“Naalala ko nung freshmen
days ko sa--- may isa akong
professor na ayaw niya
talaga sa LGBT community,
so ako minsan yung
napagiinterest-an niya since
naka-boy cut ako, naka-cross
dress napanlalake. So lagi
niya ako kino-call out sa
klase dahil sa pananamit ko
in short medyo namemersonal
na siya.” (L3)
(I remember during my
freshmen days --- I had this
professor who didn’t like the
LGBT community, so one
time he picked on my boy
style haircut and my dressing
up in male clothes. So I was
always called for the way I
dress and in short it became
more of a personal aim.”L3)

Cross dressing is the wearing of clothing not
belonging to one’s designated sex by birth
(dukeupress.edu). The use of men’s clothing
specially the wearing of pants have been prevalent
in the 20th to the present 21st century for a variety
of reasons such as ease of movement, comfort and
fashion. For an embracing Lesbian, wearing men’s
clothes becomes a norm as it accepted at home and
in the society, however, she encounters problem if
the school has a uniform policy that is based only
on sex, being male or female. Thus, as a lesbian
student, she must conform to the policy to be
admitted and accepted within the school.
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Berry (2018) mentioned in an article that school
policies and its practices serve as an additional
context that creates a negative climate and in effect
enable bullying issues for LGBT students and
friends. Instead of creating a comfortable
atmosphere for LGBT to grow and flourish, these
establish and maintain barriers to who they are or
should be. In the research locale, revision of the
policy was implemented since 2016, allowing the
use of any pants as long that is not ripped and worn
with the prescribed university shirts. Even
transgenders are allowed for cross dressing as long
as they make a request and inform the student
development office, who relays the information to
security officers for the entry of such students.
There are however, institutes that strictly
implement uniform as part of their training
program. These institutes have to conform to their
affiliating agencies norms where the student will
hone their skills. The students therefore should be
informed prior to admittance to the said institute.
As based In the U.S. Department of Education, the
adoption of school uniform as a strategy for
reducing school violence thru discipline and safety
benefits [8]. These practices will help prevent peer
pressure, prevent gang members to wear gang
colors and insignia and help school officials to
recognize non-students [8].

Subtheme 2.2: Physical Intimidation
Intimidation is defined as intentional behaviour that
causes fear of injury or harm in person. It can be
though physical contact, glowering looks,
emotional manipulation or embarrassment
(taitarian.co.uk., 2019). College students are
already physically capable of depending oneself, so
physical contact do not occur but the intimidation
is more with the use of glowering looks.

The verbalizations pertaining to this were as
follows.

“May time sa school
naginamit ko yung CR ng
pang babae, then may isang
professor na nasaloob din ng
comfort room nayun.
Tinitigan niya ko tapos
umalis siya habang sinasabi
na "sa ibang CR n anga lang
ako mag CR" unfortunately
prof ko pala sya sa isang
class ko so hindi niya ata ako
recognize and she started
saying things to the class
about a trans na nag CR sa
comfort room for girls.” (T2)
(” There was one incident in
school when I used the CR for
girls, and then there was this
professor who happened to be

there. She stared at me then
moved out of the room while
saying” I’d rather use
another CR’. Unfortunately,
she was my professor in one
of my subjects but she did not
recognize me and started
saying to the class about a
transgender who used the
comfort room for girls. “T2)
“Next naman yong sa
paggamit ng CR sa boys sa
Science building. noon. Lagi
akong pinagtitinginan, kaya
noon hindi ako comfortable
nagumamit ng CR dyan sa
lahat ng buildings dahil yong
look ko masyadong malamya
yong look ko kasiyong look
ko parang pambabae kasi,
(T3)
(“The other incident is when I
used the CR is for boys
located in the Science
building before. Male
students would always stare
at me which I don’t feel
comfortable to use the CR in
all the buildings. I think it
was because of my looks, very
feminine just like that of a
woman.” T3)

These verbalizations of the respondents
corresponds with the Philippines country report
reviewed by UNDP & USAID in 2014 that
discrimination, bullying, and abuse of the LGBT
people are under the guise of “academic freedom”
which allows educational institutions to create own
student policies and Rights Watch in June 2017,
that the mistreatment of LGBT students faced in
schools was exacerbated by discriminatory policies
and practices which includes the rigid gender
norms on uniforms or dress codes, restrictions on
hair length, gendered restrooms, classes and
activities that differ for boys and girls, and close
scrutiny of same-sex friendships and relationships.
However such policies exist in institutions as in
conformity with the societal and inter-agencies
norms and regulations.

Theme 3: Insensitivity of Others
The LGBT’s are vulnerable individuals who have
low self esteem. These persons are very sensitive
and can easily be emotionally hurt by persons who
are tactless, inconsiderate and have lack of concern
to the feelings of others. The theme 3 insensitivity
to others comprises of three (3) subthemes:

Subtheme 3.1: Non-acceptance of others
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The non-acceptance of the LGBT community is
still prevalent here in the Philippines. Magsombol
(June 2019) of Rappler published LGBTQ as
“Tolerated, but not Accepted” [9]. This issue was
based on the verbalizations of Filipino LGBTQ
online conversation for Pride Month that the
community’s struggle for acceptance is far from
over. This finding is also consistent with the May
2015 issue of outrage, “Pinoys in general just
tolerate, not accept gays”. In outrage that the type
of gayness Filipinos tolerate are those gays who
live by their established stereotypes, being funny,
work as make-up artist or as fashion designer [10].
The statements of the respondents showing non-
acceptance of the academic community were:

“According to a professor,
hindi daw po suportado ng
institute---community yong
mga ganito’. For me
siyempre accepted ka ng
classmates mo, and the
people around you but
because they are our mentors
po, kumalat kasi sa social
media that time that
homophobe yong institute---
.”(L5)
(According to a particular
professor, the institute ---
community does not support
the LGBT. For me, I am
accepted by my classmates,
by the people around you but
your mentors don’t.
Unfortunately, it spread in
social media that the institute
used to be homophobic.”L5)
“Some of my classmates are
not open to the LGBTQ and
sometimes sinasabihan nila
ako na I’m too tomboyish…"
(BF11)
(“Some of my classmates are
not open to the idea of
LGBTQ and sometimes they
tell me I’m too
tomboyish.”BF11)
“Sa pagiging trans kasi, may
mga bagay na mahirap e
consider yung mga tao eh,
like hindi lahat tanggap yung
fact na trans ako.”(T2)
(“Being a transgender, there
are things that are difficult to
consider by other people, like
they don’t accept the fact that
I am a transgender.”T2)

Anticipated fear of non-acceptance of others and
the possible consequences of the revelation is also

one of the reasons for failure of revealing their
embraced gender identity. Fear is a highly
personalized emotional reaction to potential or
perceived threat. The act of “coming out” or
exploring and revealing one’s gender identity to
others is an overwhelming event especially to those
who were inculcated throughout their childhood the
biblical binary sexual beings Adam and Eve. It is
common for LGBT to feel very scared and nervous
especially if they feel being different from others.
Some tried to suppress their feelings to meet
familial and societal expectations. This was
depicted in the following verbalization:

“What if malaman po nila na
ganoon po ako. Dalawa na po
yong instances nagkaroon ng
reflection nasabi ko po ang
ganoon. That CI
underestimated yong ganoon.
What if CI ko siya sasusunod
at nakilala niya ako, baka po
maligwat ako.”(L5)
(“What if they later find out
my gender identity. There
were two instances during
reflection that I revealed that
I am a gay. Then the CI
(clinical instructor)
underestimated that person.
Then she later became my CI
again and identified me, this
may result to my
expulsion”L5)

Subtheme 3.2: Difficulty in School
Integration
Difficulty in school integration due to new
environment and non-acceptance is another
concern LGBT community encountered.
Integration is defined by Cambridge Dictionary as
the action or process of successfully joining or
mixing with different groups of people. School
integration occurs when students have successfully
adjusted to the school environment. This is a
stressful situation especially to freshmen who are
entering the academe for the first time. The
verbatim responses of the respondents were:

"When i was a freshie,
sobrang hirap mag adjust
kasi new environment."(T3)
(“When I was a freshman, it
was very difficult to adjust to
a new environment.”T3)
“I used my voice to ---explain
---because technically he's a
professor so what I did was I
just dropped out from his
subject.”(BF5)
“Yong nakausap ko prof ko---
.Parang tinamad akong mag
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aral, di nakaka-
encourage.”(BF12)
(“There was this one prof
that I talked to--- I seemed to
get lazy in studying, it was
not motivating.”BF12)

College students have to adjust in multiple contexts
in terms of academic, personal, social, as well as
attachment to the institution [11]. The acceptance
of the members of the academic community is the
top priority for the LGBT community to be able to
integrate successfully in the school campus [12].
From the above verbalization of the respondents,
the reason for dropping of the course and lack of
motivation were due to teacher factors. The
teachers’ qualification should be the first to be
considered as it was consistently found out to have
an impact the students’ academic performance [13].
Included in the recommendation is the teacher
should be well trained and possesses good
professional ethics.

Subtheme 3.3: Judged/misjudged by others
As claimed by the respondents, they were being
judged or misjudged based on their gender identity.
Judgment is the ability to come up with a sensible
conclusion which is drawn from one’s perception
based on incomplete and unreliable information
resulting to incorrect assessment or statements. The
differences in personal judgment lie on the
individual’s knowledge, experiences and moral
values. Verbalization of the students as being
judged as a person who sinned against God, and
who does not value their own inherited sexuality
were:.

“Meron kaming professor na
parang ayaw niya yung mga
LGBTQ so parang meron
siyang sin… para isupport
naming yungmga Catholic
beliefs. Parang hindi naman
okay yon kasi meron naman
tayong own perceptions sa
mga bagay-bagay so dapat
irespect natin and isa’t-
isa.”(BF7)
(“I have this professor who
does not like the LGBTQ’s as
if they have sinned…in order
for us to support Catholic
beliefs. I think it is not fair as
we have our own perceptions
on things, so we have to
respect each other.BF7”)
“Yung nakausap ko yung prof
ko parang na judge ako kasi
ayaw niya sa mga
LGBT.”(BF12)

(“When I talked to my
professor, I felt I was judged
because he does not like
LGBTs.”BF12)
“Kapag naman nagsasabi
ako na I’m not straight or bi
ako ganon sasabihin nila sa
kin nasayang lang ako na
dapat hindi ko sinasayang
yung self ko maging bi. I
think that’s really rude.”(BF8)
(Every time I claim that I’m
not straight or I’m a bisexual,
they would tell me that I
should not waste myself being
bisexual. I think that is really
rude.”BF8)

They also felt that they were misunderstood
because of the lack of adequate knowledge or
information of others about their sexuality.

“There is a time that they do
not fully understand what it is
to be an LGBT. They tend to
misjudge us and use words
not appealing to ears for us.
But we try to understand that
professor naman po kasi
parang, maybe they do not
know really know naman
yong culture namin.”(BM18)
(“There are times that they
do not fully understand what
it is to be an LGBT. They tend
to misjudge us and use words
not appealing to our ears. But
we try to understand that
professor because, maybe
they do not know really know
our culture.”BM18)

The identified themes/categories of this study
correlate with the findings conducted by Human
Rights Watch in June, 2017 here in the Philippines.
These were the LGBTs school experience of
bullying, discrimination and physical assault which
prevented them from fully integrating within the
school campus. It was also mentioned, the
existence of discriminatory policies and practices
such as rigid gender norms and restrooms. The
most common form of bullying includes verbal
abuse, being shouted at, humiliation, and
belittlement [14].

However, the findings conducted also here in the
Philippines yielded different results. According to
this study, homosexual students are highly accepted
by the community, particularly by their family,
their colleagues, the institution and the church [15].
While internationally, Drake (2013) reviews on two
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Pew Research Center reveals the society as a whole
has become more accepting of gays and lesbians.

Theme 4: Protection of One’s EGO Integrity
Inherent in an individual is to protect one’s ego
integrity. The EGO or self possess ability to lessen
the impact of a stressful situation to one’s
emotional state and lessen feeling of anxiety thru
the use of coping mechanism. The coping
mechanism utilized will either to fight, to flight or
to freeze. In the case of the respondents, the ones
utilized were either to fight back by voicing out
opinions and to flight by ignoring the situation had
actually happened.

In determining how the respondents address the
issues and concerns encountered within the campus,
the researcher came up with three (3) subthemes.

Subtheme 1: Ignoring the Issues and
Concerns
Ignoring that an issue or concern exists is a form of
denial. Denial is refusal to accept reality or simply
blocking the events from awareness. This is
frequently used to avoid dealing with painful or
traumatic events. Included in these themes in this
study were: disregard homophobic comments,
insignificant issue or concern, had trust in school
community, there was no one identified that would
help and respond to issues and concern and lastly it
may affect one’s academic standing.

Disregarding homophobic comments
Homophobic language is often used to refer to
something or someone inferior. The name calling
of gay, “your so gay” or “that so gay” are examples
of homophobic language. The respondents
responded to these encountered comments as based
on their verbalization, by choosing to be quiet,
paying no attention or disregarding hurting words:

"So ayun, wala naman ako
ginawa eh hinayaan ko lang
siya baka sakaling marealize
niya na wala naman akong
interest sa homophobic
niya."(L3)
(“ Well I didn’t do anything, I
just let him perhaps he will
realize I am not interested of
his homophobia."L3)
"Wala, kasi di ko naman sila
pinansin hinayaan ko lang,
mas pinili ko manahimik. "
(BF4)
("None, Because I did not pay
attention, I shook it off and
chose to be silent." BF4)
"The first thing i did nung
napahiya ako ay nanahimik

lang kasi di ko din alam
gagawin ko."(T3)
("The first thing i did when I
was embarrassed was I kept
silent as I did not know what
to do."T3)

A person who knows who she/he really is and
cannot easily be affected by degrading words. This
is depicted in this verbalization:

"Siguro pag teachers kasi
minsan wala din naman pake
so kailangan marunong ka
din I save yung sarili mo ayun
mawalan ka ng pake ganun
tapos hayaan mo lang sila
magsalita kasi at least ikaw
ay alam mo kung sino
ka."(BF11)
("Maybe some teachers they
don’t really give a damn so
all you can do is to save
yourself that’s by shaking it
off and let them say what they
want at least you’re being
who you are"(BF11)

The same effect also occurs in a person who has a
positive outlook in life. This person will rather seek
to feel joy and contentment rather be affected by
slanderous words.

"Kung gusto mo maging
masaya ka so whatever kung
ano iniisip ng mga tao kung
ano gusto nilasabihin, we can
accept. Kung negative man
siya edi wag na lang pansinin
kasi hindi naman sa kanila
galing yung kasiyahan kung
sakin lang naman, ako
magiisip ng gusto ko."(BM16)
("If you really want to be
happy, don’t mind what other
people think, what they want
to say, we can accept. If it is
negative then do not pay
attention to it because
happiness does not come
from them but from what I
think I like."BM16)

On how the school authorities addressed their
issues and concerns, there were five (5) agencies
identified which were: LGBT organization,
guidance and counselling office, office of student
affairs, academic administrators and faculty
members.

LGBT organization
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"I didn’t address this to the
community or to my friends or
to my family so what I did was,
With the other students and the
founding members and officers
of ---, we came up with an
organization in --- that would
voice out the LGBT community
inside the school. I am now and
proud to say that I am now an
LGBT advocate."(BF5)

The existence of a legitimate LGBT organization
shows that the university openly accepts students
with gender variances. The participation and
membership of these organizations allows the
students to discover opportunities outside of their
academic aspirations that will improve their social
relationships with others, fulfill their personal
interests and hobbies [17].

Guidance and Counselling office
"Actually the guidance
council gives counselling to
those students so that it would
not be or they show that the
school does not tolerate this
kind of bullying and after that,
the bullying about my gender
stopped but then again, for
me it’s not just to stop there
because the way people look
at me, the way they think, how
I am, how my performance in
school really affects my
mentality."(T1)

LGBT college students had to cope with lot of
stresses in their academic career, as they were
being challenged by academic and family
expectations, personal aspirations, interpersonal
needs, plus their own gender identity. The
existence of an agency where they can able to
ventilate their feelings in order to maintain their
state of wellbeing is a must within the school
environment. College counselling center serves a
central resource, where LGBT students turn to
when experiencing mental health problems [17]. It
is viewed as a significant resource because of its
key feature of convenience, anonymity of
information and perceived credibility. The
presence of LGBT guidance services will entail
that the university does not solely focus on
students’ wellbeing but also prevent students’
dropout. The student guidance service has evolved
into a versatile practice that responds and reflects
the changing landscape of higher education and
greater societal involvement [18]. This had
changed the task of professional psychologists and
registered counsellors who have to manage

complex, complicated problems affecting diverse
type of student population. Included among the
problems mentioned are concerns on sexual
orientation.

Office of Student Affairs (OSA)
“Since I did not experience
something major, I've never
been to the OSA the office of
student affairs; they are the
one who handles the student
grievances and cases against
another student or staff.” (G4)

The office of student affairs (OSA) is a prominent
office that exists in every higher educational
institution. The OSA of the research locale
provides a dynamic academic support that caters to
students’ holistic needs by creating varied learning
activities. It is a school agency responsible for
empowering students to be prepared for future
endeavours. The student affairs office plays a
crucial role in the wellbeing of students. This
office should allot a great deal of time, has patience
and openness to allow students to feel secure in
seeking help, assisting them in their identities and
obtain needed resources on and off the campus [19].

Academic Administrators
The affectivity and efficiency of the school as a
learning environment lies on the school key
officials, the school administrators. The
administrators are guided by the schools’ mission
and vision, CHED memorandum circulars .in
formulating strategic plans, policies and guidelines.
Their primary responsibility is to ensure that the
organization’s mission is being achieved and needs
of the stakeholders are being addressed. The CHED
circular on establishing the policies and guidelines
in gender and development in HEI’s had mandated
the school administrators to follow.

The verbal statements below displayed the trust of
the respondents on administrators to correctly
address their issues and concerns.

“But one time I've been a
witness to a case of my
classmate who were victim of
bullying and the office did
bring justice for the one who
was bullied and they always
handle the case sensitively
and carefully.” (G4)
“Tama naman po. The way
they address yong issues and
concerns regarding kung
nasa position nila, respect
nalang po but then they do
not tolerate it nalang.” (L2)
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(It is exactly right. The way
they address the issues and
concerns like they were on
that position; they show
respect but then do not
tolerate it.” L2)

Some of the respondents’ statements also
demonstrated the presence of open door policy for
LGBT students in the university.

“In general, our school is
very accepting and the
members of the academe here
are tolerating even respecting
the members of the LGBT
community.” (B2)

School administrators are in the position to address
the issues and concerns encountered by LGBT
students. School practices in creating a supportive
LGBT school climate were assigning a point
person for LGBT student issues, displaying sexual
orientation - specific content, existence of gay-
straight alliance, and providing professional
development around LGBT inclusion and LGBT
student issues [20]. The LGBT students who were
attending in schools with more supportive LGBT
climates experienced lower incidence of bullying
victimization, physical bullying perpetration, and
sexual orientation-based harassment.

Faculty members
The faculty members are the primary persons the
students have to confide their academic concerns
and issues. In some institutions, student advisers
are those who conduct regular consultation hours.

“My adviser informed me he
was going to give some
advices to all those people or
to all those people or students
who judged my gender that is
if they did not stop about
teasing or bullying me there
were going to bring it up to
the guidance council.”(T1)

Faculty members are significant persons that are
positively associated with academic and social
integration in the campus and they are the ones
who provided support thru formal and informal
interactions within and outside of the classroom [11,
20]. The faculty were identified also the major
drivers of poor academic performance as reported
by students [12]. According to this study, teacher
qualification should be the first to be considered to
have impact in the academic performance of
students. The faculty members should act as
support person to LGBT students inside and
outside of the classroom. The faculty support
received by LGBT students includes confronting

homophobia, using inclusive language by
honouring preferred names, gender and pronouns,
serving as academic and career advisors including
advising campus organizations, being visible,
participating in on-campus events and acting as
role models as an LGBT mentor or as allies as
non-LGBT faculty [22].

Discussion
The respondents confirmed they had school
experiences that had affected their academic
wellbeing. However, the existence of school
agencies and academic personnel help the students
dealt with their issues and concerns.

Conclusion
There were issues and concerns identified
pertaining to academic bullying. The types of
bullying were more of the verbal assault, non-
touching physical discrimination, and insensitivity
of others. The respondents protected their EGO/self
by lessening the impact through the use of coping
mechanism. The identified sources of these issues
and concerns based on verbalizations of the
respondents were their professors,
classmates/schoolmates, loved-ones, school
personnel.

The agencies and persons the LGBT students
sought help to address their issues and concerns
were LGBT organization, guidance and counseling
office, office of the student affairs, school
administrators and faculty members. Combating
social exclusion, from the normal exchanges,
practices and rights of modern society, has become
a focus of attention for governments and
nongovernment organizations in recent years [23].

Recommendations
To fully implement gender equality, gender
responsiveness, and sensitivity, thru Gender
Development Desk (GAD) with an office and
personnel, a yearly budget to conduct orientations,
seminars, workshops and co-curricular activities to
all members of the academic community.
Awareness on this program essentially promotes
gender equality which is a very critical element in
achieving decent work for all women and men in
order to effect social and institutional change. To
date, series of Gender Awareness and Development
Seminars were conducted in different regions of the
country [24].

To regularly evaluate and revitalize these co
curricular activities to fit the needs of every student
regardless of gender identity. To make the school
agencies such as guidance and counseling, office of
student affairs and academic managers available for
LGBT students endeavors.
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There is a need to create a student/faculty run
LGBT support groups that initiate activities of an
ally to the LGBT community. Their activities will
support the LGBT’s endeavors, help create a safer
environment as a bystander, spokesperson, and
advocate for those who are or will be
discriminated/harassed within the campus. The
faculty members need to be trained to be able to
implement gender sensitive learning activities.
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